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Got a half hour? Use it to paint something beautiful with these ten quick projects.The 30 Minute
Artist series is for beginners and busy artists who want to achieve great paintings in just half an
hour. Here, expert artist and teacher Fiona Peart helps you build skills and confidence, and
loosen up your style, by producing spontaneous, lively flower paintings in thirty minutes
flat.Discover quick exercises to get you started—and then try the ten fantastic step-by-step
projects, from a jug of daffodils to sunflowers to spring violas—for a delightful creative break in
your day.

About the AuthorFiona Peart is a professional art instructor, specializing in watercolor painting.
She runs popular workshops, gives talks and presentations to various art groups, and also
demonstrates at art shows and exhibitions throughout the UK. She writes regularly for the
"Artist," "Leisure Painter," and "StartArt" magazines and is the author of "Charles Rennie
Mackintosh's Watercolour Flowers," "Tulips in Watercolour," "Vibrant Flowers in Watercolour,"
and "Watercolour Washes." --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Fiona Peart is a professional artist and fully qualified art tutor, specialising in watercolour and
drawing techniques. She runs popular workshops, gives talks and presentations to various art
groups, and also demonstrates at art shows and exhibitions throughout the UK. She writes
regularly for The Artist, Leisure Painter and StartArt magazines, as well as contributing articles
and features to national magazines, and has produced several DVDs on watercolour and
coloured pencils. For more information visit .Other books in this series: Painting Water in
WatercolourTerry Harrison978-1-84448-957-230 Minute ArtistPainting Flowers in Watercolour30
Minute ArtistPainting Flowers in WatercolourFiona PeartFirst published in Great Britain
2013Search Press LimitedWellwood, North Farm Road,Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 3DRText
copyright © Fiona Peart 2013Photographs by Paul Bricknell atSearch Press
StudiosPhotographs and design copyright© Search Press Ltd 2013All rights reserved. No part
of this book, text,photographs or illustrations may be reproducedor transmitted in any form or by
any means by print,photoprint, microfilm, microfiche, photocopier, internetor in any way known
or as yet unknown, or stored in aretrieval system, without written permission
obtainedbeforehand from Search Press.The Publishers and author can accept no
responsibilityfor any consequences arising from the information,advice or instructions given in
this publication.Readers are permitted to reproduce any of the items inthis book for their
personal use, or forthe purposes of selling for charity, free of charge andwithout the prior
permission of the Publishers. Any useof the items for commercial purposes is not
permittedwithout the prior permission of the Publishers.SuppliersIf you have difficulty in
obtaining any of the materialsand equipment mentioned in this book, then pleasevisit the Search
Press website for details of suppliers:You are invited to visit the author’s website:DedicationFor
Terry – each half hour is precious.AcknowledgementsThe words and the paintings are justpart of
a much bigger picture when itcomes to writing a book. My sincerethanks goes to Edward Ralph,
mywonderful editor, for doing such a greatjob, as well as Paul Bricknell for doing allof the
photography in this book.My thanks also go to all of the staff atSearch Press who work so hard
behindthe scenes to ensure success in alldepartments, from all the office staff,to Bernie and the
boys shifting all theheavy boxes in the warehouse. They arealways smiling, helpful and a great
teamto work with.Page 1:Tea Time18.5 × 19cm (7¼ × 7½in)Pages 2–3:Mixed Bouquet32 ×
24cm (12½ × 9½in)Birthday Roses18.5 × 10.5cm (7¼ × 4in)ContentsIntroductionHow to use
this bookMaterialsColourUsing a round brushWet strokes on dry paperControlled shapes on dry
paperLetting the shapes mergeLifting and releasing the brushDouble loading the round
brushOverlaying or glazingSpatteringTeasing and bruisingScraping and moving paintDropping
inLifting outCombining the techniquesUsing an angled brushScribbling with the pointControlled
strokesDouble loading the angled brushUsing a stippling brushUsing saltUsing masking
fluidBackgroundsBackground or vignette?PROJECTSJug of DaffodilsRosesBlue Iris
VignetteLiliesRoses and BuddleiaRose PosySunflowersBrompton StockWindow FlowersSpring
ViolasIndexIntroductionMost of us just want to dive in and start painting, but spending a little
time thinking and planning really will result in greater success. This does not mean spending



hours in consideration; but using those snippets of time when we can not paint to store a few
ideas, we can just get on with it when we do have that luxury of half an hour to paint.If you are
lucky enough to have the space to enable you to leave your art materials set up, then all of your
preparation can be done beforehand, the drawing can be done and your paints can be all ready
to go – right down to a clean, inviting water pot just enticing you to dip a paint-coloured brush
into it! If it is not possible to leave your art materials out anywhere, you can still prepare
everything in advance so that when you get a spare half hour you can quickly put everything on
a table, fill your water pot and paint.When you find the time to paint, it can be so exciting not to
have to waste time wondering what to do, but to have everything at hand ready to just go for it.
The results are always fresh and vibrant, with the added advantage that you do not have time to
fiddle – the resulting paintings are often better the less time you spend on them.How often I hear
people say ‘oh, I often overwork watercolour.’ Well, giving yourself just half an hour will stop you
doing that. Once you put those finishing touches to your painting, walk away from it. When you
come back to it, how wonderful it will look, and all in just half an hour!Pot of Flowers14.5 × 20cm
(5¾ × 8in)Using a combination of the classic round and pyramid brushes, this painting was done
in two stages. I began with a wet into wet background (as described on page 53) and added the
details and main flowers on top once dry.How to use this bookMany of us do not have as much
time as we would like to paint, but by developing a looser approach to painting and using our
time wisely, we can enjoy the time we do have and create something worthwhile.Each of the
techniques needed to paint in this way are described individually over the following pages,
starting with the most basic and increasing in complexity as you follow the techniques through
the book. After the techniques there are ten projects with step by step instructions, which use the
techniques learnt in the first section of the book. If you first practise the techniques before
attempting the projects you will have more success. Some of these techniques you may know,
and you may also have more of your own that you can use to adapt the projects and make them
your own.I hope that by using and enjoying this book you will add to your painting skills and
produce some wonderful paintings of which you can be proud.In this quick sketch, bluebell and
Naples yellow were placed side by side and invited to touch and merge in places (see page 20).
The wet paint was then teased across the paper in places using an embossing tool (see page
30).An artist’s eyeLearning to look may seem like an obvious thing to do, but looking is very
different from actually seeing. Once able to see with an artist’s eyes, translating the world around
us can be very exciting.Our subjects can be found anywhere; we can observe flowers and
foliage in gardens, parks and streets. There are ornate floral displays in hotel foyers, offices and
reception areas, and we can be inspired by photos in magazines and gardening programmes on
television. Wherever we see flowers or foliage, we should notice what we find appealing and
learn to observe.So what should we look for? Flowers can protrude from the top of the stem, as
with tulips, or can be attached directly to the stem, as with heather. Bluebells each have a stalk
which is attached to a single stem. Alliums have single flowers which are on stalks of nearly
equal length coming from one point. However, it is not just the blooms that are important, and the



rest of the plant must be carefully observed, too.All plants have growing systems, which means
that their flowers and leaves will always be arranged in the same way in any given plant. Each
flower, leaf and stem has its own individual shape which, in turn, has a position that shows it to
its best advantage. Once we add a number of parts together the task of the artist is to show
these subjects in a simple and clear way. The advantage of being a painter is that we can
change things to suit us. If we arrange a pot of flowers, but some are facing the wrong way, we
can alter our composition and not stick rigidly to what is actually in front of us.Observation is so
important; once we know what to look for, painting flowers becomes so much easier.Spring
Flowers14.5 × 20cm (5¾ × 8in)After a wet into wet start dropping in colours (see page 53 for the
technique), the details were added once the base was dry using the same colour
combinations.MaterialsBrushesI use a combination of soft wash/stippling brushes and squirrel
hair brushes. I prefer to use natural hair brushes as I use wet watercolour techniques which lend
themselves to using this type of brush. Natural hair, such as sable or squirrel, holds the liquid in
the brush and releases it each time I apply pressure to the brush head against the paper. The
following brushes are those that I prefer to use. If you use others, look for similar qualities to
ensure that the techniques work correctly.Golden leaf This is the largest brush I use for
watercolour. It is wonderful for applying and lifting liquid on to and off the paper as well as
creating a variety of textural effects when used as a stippling or pouncing brush. A flat hog brush
can be substituted for many of the same effects.Stippler This is made from the same hair
combination as the golden leaf; simply at a smaller size. A small hog brush makes a good
alternative.Classic round My classic round is the brush I use most for traditional painting
techniques. Equivalent to a size 12 round brush, it is ideal for blocking in areas of colour,
moulding shapes using the whole length of the brush, as well as creating fine details using the
tip. It releases paint uniformly with each tap against the paper. Made of squirrel hair, it is
beautifully soft and gently caresses the paper when releasing paint.Pyramid Made from the
same type of hair as the classic round, this is a beautifully-shaped asymmetric brush, rather
similar to a dip pen. It is ideal for achieving angled brush strokes and more creative strokes. A
short sword brush may be substituted for some techniques.Pointer The equivalent to a size 6
round brush, the pointer is designed to gently release paint in a controlled way, as well as to
allow fine details to be added to work. The central core is synthetic whilst the outer hair is the
same as the classic round and pyramid brushes. The outer section acts as a reservoir, gently
releasing the paint down the synthetic core.PaintsThere are so many different brands of
watercolour paint on the market but, broadly speaking, watercolour paints are available in two
qualities: students’ quality or artists’ quality. Student’s quality paints have more binder and filler
added to them. They are cheaper but sometimes have inferior pigments to the artists’ quality
paints. Artists’ quality paints flow better, are more vibrant and are more pleasing to work with. I
believe it is better to have fewer colours of artist’s quality paint, than a large selection of student’s
quality colours. I use various brands but the colours I have are all artists’ quality.The colours I
have used in this book are: cadmium yellow, cadmium yellow deep, cadmium orange, Naples



yellow, raw sienna, burnt sienna, permanent rose, opera rose, permanent magenta, shadow,
bluebell, French ultramarine, cobalt blue, Winsor blue (green shade], cobalt turquoise light,
sunlit green, country olive and midnight green.Country olive may be substituted with olive green;
midnight green with Hooker’s green; bluebell with a mix of permanent rose with French
ultramarine or cobalt blue; and shadow with French ultramarine, burnt sienna and permanent
rose.Each of the projects (see pages 56–92) is accompanied by swatches like the ones above to
show which colours I have used. If you do not have the exact paint in your collection, simply use
the swatch as a reference point for a substitute, or to mix a similar colour
yourself.PaperWatercolour paper is available in various weights and surface textures, from
smooth to rough. I use Bockingford watercolour paper which is a wood pulp paper as well as
Saunders Waterford which is a cotton rag paper, both are made at the St Cuthbert’s paper mill in
Somerset.I tend to use 300gsm [140lb] weight, but you should feel free to use any watercolour
paper weight or surface that you wish.Materials for creating effectsMasking fluid A liquid latex
used for preserving white or light areas prior to applying paint.Masking fluid brush A synthetic
brush used for applying masking fluid.Palette knife This is used for gently moving paint.Salt This
is used to create texture when applied to a coloured wet surface.Kitchen paper This is very
useful for lifting colour and cleaning the palette. Embossing tool/darning needle This is used for
bruising the paper and teasing out colour.Ruling pen/colour shaper When applying masking fluid
in fine lines or dots, one of these is very useful.Other equipmentBoard A sturdy board is where
you lean on and attach the surface for your artwork.Water pot These are used both for wetting
and rinsing out brushes.Putty eraser This can be shaped for lifting pencil lines.Masking tape
This will secure your paper to the board, and ensure a clean edge around the finished
painting.Propelling pencil A standard HB propelling pencil is used to achieve a neat and even
line drawing from which to work.Watercolour pencils If you want the lines of the initial drawing to
not be visible in the finished piece, these are very useful: the lines will dissolve as you
work.Soap Soap protects the brush when applying any masking fluid.Handkerchief This is useful
for removing masking fluid from your finished piece.Hair dryer A useful tool to speed up the
drying process.Palette This is used for storing and mixing your paint.ColourUse bright
coloursUsing vibrant watercolours creates clean luminous results. Dark or tertiary colours can
easily be produced by mixing two transparent brights together, but a bright colour can never be
created from any dull colours. When choosing colours to buy, remember that colours can always
be toned down but never brightened up.A bright yellow placed next to a dark green will leap
forwards, whereas a pale creamy yellow would not: without bright colours our paintings can
seem flat.Allow colour to mix on the paperWhen bright colours are invited to meet and mix on
the paper, they will naturally create a myriad of subtle colour blends, few of which can be
achieved by mixing the colours together on a palette.ConsistencyIf watercolour is mixed with
enough water to enable pigments to move and settle within the fibres of the paper, the results
are more exciting than if the paint applied is more viscous. In the latter case, the pigments are
unable to move and the result can be less interesting. Many worry about using too much water



but I always maintain that as long as the water does not start actually pooling, the wetter you
work, the better.
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Barb M., “Great beginner or intermediate floral painting guide!. This review is for 30 Minute Artist
Painting Flowers in Watercolor by Fiona Pearl. This is a great little book! Yes, it is smaller than
some art books at about 6" x 8 1/2"--and the size is listed in the description--a good idea to read
them thoroughly when you're purchasing something. However, it is not too small to read or see
the illustrations--they're beautiful! The first few pages are what you'll need (In general terms, not
brand names and I like that's it short) followed by about 50 pages of beautiful color illustrations
of different flowers, parts of flowers and multiple flower arrangements with very helpful hints as
to how to accomplish them. It is chock full of hints! There are usually several single flowers on
the left hand page and a full book size print on the right hand page all with hints, tips,
techniques, and more. Pages 56 - 95 are 12 pretty floral step by step projects very well
explained (and I'm an extreme beginner), usually 3 pages of step by steps and then a full page
of the finished project. The step by steps are about 3-6 per page and yes--if you have old eyes
like I do, you may need your reading glasses for the print but it is not teeny print and they are
done with a photo for each step too.A few things to take note of--these florals are mostly all
bright, loose and flowing florals. They aren't botanical paintings so if you're looking for that type
of painting, get a botanicals book. I love the vast majority of the illustrations--they are gorgeous!
Two--this is a British author/artist so some things are spelled differently than the US way and
possibly described a little differently, but very clear and wonderful writing and painting. Third--
this is the PERFECT size book to tuck in a portable art case or in your bag for away from home
reading or painting. It's size is not a detriment, it's an advantage! Four--they are described as
30 minute paintings and though I just got the book, I can see how they would be once your
supplies are ready and you get a little practice. There are many, many tips on how to get great
end results with quick, easy and time saving techniques.I would recommend this book to anyone
interested in the loose, brilliant type of floral painting I've described--I'm very glad I found it and
will look into the author's other books also! Excuse the long review, but I noticed that this book
hasn't always gotten the best reviews due strictly to the size of it or the size of the illustrations
due to not checking item description, and it deserves it!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good beginner's book. Pros: Good, clear step by step photos. The author
shows you how angle the brush to achieve each particular stroke, and which brush to use to get
the desired result. In addition, she also has a different project using each brush and the nice
thing is she doesn't give you an examples where you need to 10 brushes just to do the painting.
She introduces a new brush only when it's needed to reach a different effect, which is good
because as asomeone who's just starting out, I don't necessarily want to have to invest in a
dozen really good quality brushes only to find out I don't have the same one the author is saying
I need.Cons: the only downside I had with this book is the it is very difficult to see the line
drawings the author sketched out before she started painting. The beginning line sketches



hardly show up in the photos and one has to strain to get a sense of how to draw the beginning
flower shapes.Other than that I would rate this book between a 4 and a 5. At any rate, this would
definitely make a great reference book for those like me who are just  starting out.”

le’MamaEbook Tops Reader, “What Bright, Beautiful Inspiration!. Love this book!I have been in
the “gathering stage” as far as art supplies are concerned for at least a month.And now that we
have made it through the holidays...I can’t wait to “put paint to paper!”My dad was an
accomplished artist.. but I’ve always expressed my creativity in other ways. There have been
years of sewing, beading, needlework, jewelry making, gardening.. just never sketching or
painting outside/and/after that one high school art class.But now that I’m officially an old lady of
a certain age..I’m ready to pick up my Amazon brushes, paints ...and this wondrous book..and
go for it!If you love color and flowers as much as I do, I truly believe you’ll be inspired and
encouraged by this book too! I am literally filled with anticipation for what I imagine will be many
creative hours full of peaceful joy as I practice the colorful lessons shown within this book’s
pages.. {{sigh}}Hopefully I will actually produce a few successfully lovely paintings using this
book as a beginning place (I bought several, but this is the one I’ve chosen to start with)..I might
just have to come back to this review and post a photograph or two when that happens! Peace
to you all..”

shopgirl, “Very Helpful for even a beginner. I'm a beginner with watercolor painting. I took a class
that only lasted a few weeks but still wanted to learn more after.I love flowers but needed some
help getting started. Ordering this book really helped me to improve my skills and learn more
about the medium.Great direction and pretty pictures.”

Frank Turano, “EXCELLENT BASELINE INFO. Ms. Peart is the wife of Terry Harrison, both of
whom demonstrate 30 minute or easy, applicable techniques for watercolor painting. The floral
creations contained within her pages are best for hobby artists, but can translate well into
serious artistic pieces.  Great instruction by Fiona Peart, worth the small investment.”

Kathleen Townsend, “Wonderful book!. I have many books on Watercolor painting and I can
honestly say that this is the best book, by far, of all of them in terms of techniques for painting
somewhat loose Watercolor flowers. The author does a wonderful job of breaking down and
explaining her brush strokes and then shows several completed paintings utilizing the technique
she just described. This is a must have if you are new to Watercolor or if you just need to brush
up. I know I will be referring to this book again and again as I continue along my Watercolor
painting journey!”

Katsrule, “Needs bigger format.. The content of this book is excellent. Very useful. I give it only 4
stars because the page size of the book is small and so the diagrams and step by step
instructions in the exercises are hard to read. I had to photo them with my cell phone and email



them onto my computer in order to see them. It would make more sense to use a bigger book
and charge a few $$ extra !”

dgtips, “Super book for water colour flowers. Some really interesting techniques here. I've
already produced some lovely looking flowers including the roses on the front.It's very useful to
have a dagger brush for some of these techniques. You don't have to own the ones which are
branded and shown in the book, any make will do.A very worthwhile book for anyone who likes
to paint flowers in watercolour.  Fiona Peart is a very good teacher and artist.”

G. Taylor, “Overall good and useful techniques. Overall, good descriptions and useful
techniques. As with all techniques, you really need to see the painting in action. Two small
points. The Colours listed in the first section is not totally in accord with those used in later
sections. Some painting descriptions would benefit from more comprehensive idea of the
colours used.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “One of the best books on flower painting. One of the best books on flower
painting. Small projects, easily achieved whilst on holiday. Guidance is excellent and have
gained from the clearly explained techniques and fresh modern loose approach which I want to
explore. Excellent colours and paper quality. Plenty of step by step projects, easy to follow.Highly
recommended.”

J. O. Washington, “A book to help you loosten up in painting flowers.. I love the work of Fiona
Peart and have watched several dvds of her on You Tube, but to have a book to carry around
with me is better.bsmall firmat but alogical approach to the subject and such a good read. My
approach to flower painting has akways been very botanical, ! Bought this book to help me
loosten up and it is amazing. Thank you.”

Simon Amazing Clarke, “He loved it. As a fellow Author it is great .... This was bought as a
present for my Dad who has been painting for quite a few years now. He loved it.As a fellow
Author it is great to see someone achieve so much. Check out my latest Novel 'Adventures into
Danger' Slick Moaners first adventures.”

The book by Fiona Peart has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 192 people have provided feedback.
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